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Have tablets transformed retail yet? Clear trends emerge as the rollout continues
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figure 1:

Are we there yet? It’s a fair
question to ask about tablets in retailing, because the bright promise
they offer and the buzz they generate have been major topics of discussion for the past couple of years.
But the short answer to the question is, “no,” tablets are not there
yet. However, a one-word answer
does not tell the whole story. Tracking data from our research indicates
that clear progress is being made
in the rollout of tablets in retail and
implementations are increasing.
However, at this stage of deployment, even though several notable
market leaders have jumped out
ahead of the pack, it is worth noting
there is still a long way to go before
tablets penetrate the mainstream of
retailing. This is largely because retail is a multi-trillion-dollar monster
in size and complexity, and as such
it moves at a pace best described as
measured, cautious, deliberate.
This custom research report
serves as a 2013 update of one done
12 months earlier. We have retained
several questions from the previous study to provide year-over-year
tracking data and analysis. Here is a
list of the key takeaways we found:
• Tablet-free stores hold steady at
more than a third of respondents for
two years in a row confirming that
not all retail segments are ideal candidates for tablet usage. (Figure 1.)
• However, nearly a third of respondents have already begun testing tablets on the sales floor. This
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What is the status of store associates using network-enabled
Tablets on your sales floor?

Fully deployed today

10.9%
5.6%
32.6%
27.8%

Testing today
10.9%

Will test in first half of year

22.2%
10.9%
9.3%

Will test in second half of year

34.8%
35.2%

No firm plans
2013

2012

figure 2:
As you gather information about network-enabled tablets,
which DEVICE FACTORS are high on your priority list?

62.8%
56.9%

Consumer tablets (inexpensive, user-friendly)
46.5%

Low cost

35.3%
41.9%
39.2%
37.2%

Enterprise-class tablets w/ 3 years of support
Rugged (can survive a drop test)

58.8%

High cost per unit

7%

High failure rates after 6 months

7%
3.9%

15.7%

2013

2012
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number is up five percentage points
from the 2012 figure. (Figure 1.)
• The number of retailers that
are fully deployed has doubled and
is now nearly 11%. Moving beyond
single digits is a significant milestone and indicates that tablets have
now become an integral part of retailing. (Figure 1.)
• The preference for rugged tablets
that can survive a four-foot drop has
sharply fallen (pun intended), which
means there is definite momentum
for using devices that are non-rugged
and low in cost. (Figure 2.)

Tracking data
research indicates
that clear progress
is being made in
the tablet rollout
in retail and
implementations
are increasing.

figure 3:
AS tablet form factors get smaller, will this change your strategy
around BYOD (bring your own device) in store?

No, our strategy revolves around our own devices

44.4%

Yes, plan to use BYOD for all tablet functions

24.4%

No, BYOD does not increase tablet impact in-store

17.8%
13.3%

Yes, plan to use BYOD tablets for checkout

figure 4:
If you are considering or implementing a consumer tablet device,
what form factor is most preferable?

None of the above

13.6%

52.3%
Apple iPad

9.1%

Microsoft Surface

9.1%

Samsung Galaxy

Apple iPad Mini

15.9%

figure 5:
as you gather information about tablets for deployment,
which operating systems are high on your priority list?

• Twice as many retailers prefer
to use their own tablet devices in
stores over BYOD (bring your own
devices) for those deploying tablets.
Also, BYOD is not thought of as a
compelling factor in driving tablet
rollouts. (Figure 3.)
• The Apple iPad is the clear
choice for deployment in stores. It
was chosen by more than half of respondents (52.3%). The second most
preferred consumer tablet device
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80%
71.7%

Apple iOS
48.9%
58.5%

Windows

44.4%
49.1%

Google Android
Blackberry
webOS (HP)

8.9%
13.2%
6.7%
7.5%
2013

2012
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was the iPad Mini, which was on the
market less than six months before
the survey was taken. (Figure 4.)
• Due to the popularity of iPads
and iPad Minis it is not surprising
that the Apple iOS is the preferred
operating system of choice (80%).
All other operating systems are losing ground in the year-over-year
comparison. (Figure 5.)

figure 6:
What are the key strategic drivers for adding network-enabled
tablets to your stores?

Sales floor support

51.9%

Mobile POS

42.6%

Increase conversions

33.3%

56.8%

43.2%
43.2%
46.3%

Increase comp store sales
Line busting

The Apple iPad
is the clear choice
for deployment in
stores. It was
chosen by more
than half of
respondents.

56.8%

33.3%

Connect to enterprise apps

70.5%

40.9%

22.2%

36.4%

Updating/refreshing store experience

48.1%

36.4%
38.9%

Connect to digital channels
18.2%
20.4%

Increase market basket size

11.4%
18.5%

Ensuring merchandising compliance

9.1%
16.7%

Ensuring planogram compliance
2013

2012

figure 7:
Which functions are you/will you be using on your
network-enabled tablets?

• Get out there on the sales floor
and help support the sales effort!
That is the top mission for tablet deployments in stores (70.5%). Other
drivers making big year-over-year
gains are mobile POS (56.8%), connecting to enterprise apps (56.8%),
increasing conversions (43.2%), and
line busting (40.9%). (Figure 6.)
• Tablet missions that are falling
on the priority list are: increasing
comp store sales, updating/refreshing the store experience, connecting
to digital channels,
increasing market basket size,
ensuring merchandising compliance
and ensuring planogram compli-
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Inventory/product look up

80%

POS

55.6%

Loyalty program access

53.3%

Accessing store website

48.9%

Customer order tracking

40%

Inventory audit

37.8%

Clienteling/guided selling

35.6%

Special orders

35.6%

Task management

33.3%

Taking photos

26.7%

Save the sale/Endless aisle

24.4%

Planograms

20%

Punch in/Punch out
Near-field communications
Arrange shipping of purchase
Reserve purchase at other store for pick up

15.6%
13.3%
11.1%
8.9%
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ance. (Figure 6.)
• It’s no surprise that POS is a
leading function retailers will deploy
on tablets (55.6%), but it is worth
noting that it never comes out on
top of the priority list. The function
that always tops the list is inventory/
product look up (80%). Other highly
ranked functions include loyalty program access (53.3%), and accessing
store website (48.9%). (Figure 7.)
• Security is still tops when retailers identify pain points for deploying
tablets – enterprise security (66.7%)
and device security (62.2%). However, PCI compliance (42.2%) drops out
of the top three to fifth and is overtaken by concerns about managing
multi-use by associates (46.7%) and
return on investment/total cost of
operation (44.4%). (Figure 8.)
• Pain points that do not concern
retailers much include shrink caused
by theft, loss caused by damage,
users downloading insecure apps,
and break/fix device maintenance.
(Figure 8.)
• One of the big questions about
tablet penetration in retail is how
many devices per store? It’s not surprising that the most frequently chosen answer is one (31.7%), because
it’s a safe way to start with an emerging technology. It is also not surprising that the second most frequently
chosen answer is two (29.3%), because consumer-grade tablets are
inexpensive and deploying two offers redundancy in case of problems
with one of the units. However, the
surprising finding is that more than a
quarter (26.8%) say they will deploy
more than five per store. For these
respondents the future of tablets in
retail has arrived. (Figure 9.) •
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figure 8:
what major pain points are of high concern and must be addressed
for your network-enabled tablet deployment?

Enterprise security

66.7%

Device security

62.2%

Managing multi-use by associates

46.7%

Return on investment/TCO

44.4%

PCI compliance

42.2%

Break/fix device maintenance

28.9%

Users downloading insecure apps

24.4%

Loss caused by damage

24.4%

Shrink caused by theft

15.6%

Twice as many retailers prefer
to use their own tablet devices
in stores over BYOD (bring your
own devices).
figure 9:
how many network-enabled tablets do you anticipate will be deployed
per store in your chain by end of 2013?

26.8%
>5

31.7%
1

4.9%
5
7.3%
3 to 4

29.3%
2

